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ULTIMATE PROMOTION
PARTNERS EUROPE
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For all your promotion and events. THE tent supplier of Europe 
for 30 years.

Quick Folding Tent



PREFACE
UPPE

In this brochure you will find our core products. Of course we can also provide 

you with f.a. exhibition counters, wind boards, etc. everything you need for your 

promotion or advertising.

Please also contact us for this!

01. P. 03-19UPPE Quick Folding Tent

02. P. 20-25UPPE Aero tent 
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01

The Quick Folding Tent
from UPPE is ready for use 

within 60 seconds thanks to 
the ingenious folding / 

harmonica system.

02

Of course you can also fold 
down the tent within 60 

seconds in the
supplied cover (or optional 

roller bag).

03

Check out our UPPE
YouTube channel for 

more handy
instructional videos.

QUICK FOLDING TENT SYSTEM
UPPE

The system 



QUICK FOLDING TENT
UPPE

01 Durable special alloy steel with 
double powder coating and 
white virgin nylon parts.

STEEL FRAME

02 Quality of 600D Polyester fabric 
parts (with B1 DIN 4102 
certification).

600D POLYESTER

03 We are also the only supplier in 
the world to supply 600D 
polyester from recycled PET 
bottles, a unique concept!

RECYCLED

04 Sealed seams in the roof to 
prevent water leakage.

SEALED SEAMS

05 Standard free service package 
consisting of storage cover, 
pegs and guy ropes.

SERVICE PACKAGE

06 The most competitive pricing 
within the EU, the best 
price-quality ratio.

PRICING

07 Fast delivery times approx 10-12 
business days for all orders.

FAST DELIVERY

08 Flexible production with regard 
to your custom wishes and 
highly advanced printing 
equipment!

CUSTOM

09 30 years of worldwide 
experience with this top 
product.

30 YEARS EXPERIENCE

With the Quick Folding Tent, UPPE has introduced a particularly durable 
and high-quality tent on the market that distinguishes itself in 

many ways; 



QUICK FOLDING TENT FRAME
UPPE

The 3 meter frame

The UPPE Quick Folding Tent frame is made of specially 
developed durable steel and has a double luxury high-gloss 
powder coating.

Steel frames are the best choice in the European climate.

Sturdy nylon plastic parts guarantee a long service life. Sliders 
with pull pin and nylon cover, the steel foot plates are enlarged.

A no-nonsense frame that delivers what it was developed for.



QUICK FOLDING TENT FRAME
UPPE

The 4m UPPE Quick Folding Tent frame is also made of specially developed durable steel 
with a double luxury high-gloss powder coating. It has the same characteristics as the 3m 

series frames. However, for these larger sizes, hexagon legs have been chosen.

The 4 meter frame



QUICK FOLDING TENT FABRIC
UPPE

The fabric

The Quick Folding Tent is standard available in 
the following 600D polyester colours.

UPPE also offers its customers the
option of supplying their own PMS color.

This is already possible from 25 pieces of 3x3 tents 
with, for example, 3 walls. We also keep these 
fabric rolls in stock, so if you are looking for a 
special color outside the standard colors shown, 
ask us!

Of course it is also possible to realize the desired 
PMS color through full color printing, but the 
inside of the fabric will then be white.

C:000/M:000/Y:000/K:100
R:029/G:029/B:027

UPPE BLACK

C:003/M:005/Y:026/K:002
R:223/G:209/B:167

UPPEG PMS 7500 C

C:100/M:069/Y:000/K:004
R:000/G:078/B:155

UPPEN PMS 293 C

C:002/M:100/Y:082/K:026
R:166/G:025/B:046

UPPEN PMS 187 C 

C:000/M:000/Y:000/K:000
R:225/G:225/B:225

UPPE WHITE

C:095/M:100/Y:053/K:005
R:050/G:000/B:110

UPPEG PMS 2685 C

C:000/M:073/Y:098/K:000
R:235/G:096/B:018

UPPEG PMS 1655 C

C:100/M:080/Y:000/K:012
R:021/G:053/B:123

UPPEN PMS REFLEX BLUE

C:000/M:095/Y:100/K:000
R:228/G:035/B:019

UPPEG PMS 485 C 

C:000/M:019/Y:089/K:000
R:255/G:207/B:033

UPPEN PMS 123 C

C:030/M:022/Y:017/K:057
R:106/G:109/B:113

UPPEG PMS 9C

C:100/M:071/Y:000/K:051
R:027/G:054/B:093

UPPEN PMS 534 C

C:081/M:000/Y:092/K:000
R:000/G:177/B:064

UPPEG PMS 354 C

C:085/M:003/Y:091/K:044
R:004/G:106/B:056

UPPEN PMS 349 C

C:092/M:014/Y:067/K:070
R:002/G:070/B:056

UPPEN PMS 3308 C

C:000/M:074/Y:100/K:000
R:254/G:050/B:000

UPPEN PMS 021 C 

C:000/M:014/Y:100/K:000
R:255/G:205/B:000

UPPEG PMS 116 C

C:035/M:023/Y:019/K:002
R:162/G:170/B:173

UPPEN PMS 428 C

C:100/M:064/Y:000/K:047
R:000/G:048/B:135

UPPEG PMS 287 C

C:000/M:008/Y:026/K:013
R:221/G:203/B:164

UPPEN PMS 468 C



RECYCLE QUICK FOLDING TENT
UPPE

This recycled fabric has the same properties as the elite 600D polyester, but is 
slightly stiffer and therefore wrinkles a bit more, which disappears quickly after 
setting up the tent. This special recycle fabric can be printed in full color perfectly.

As standard color of fabric unprinted at the moment for a few pieces only 
available in white. For quantities, this material can also be dyed and woven in any 
desired pms color.

As the first manufacturer in the world, UPPE offers you the option of making your Quick Folding Tent tops and walls from 
a specially developed fabric; woven from Yarn that is made from 100% recycled PET bottles.



QUICK FOLDING TENT PRINT
UPPE

95% of the sold Quick Folding Tents are personalized with a print. Using a special procedure, the fabric is passed through an advanced printing machine to maintain the fire-retardant & 
water-repellent coating. UPPE has access to high-tech machines in its production locations to optimally display your imprint. This is of course also possible on the walls, see photos below.



QUICK FOLDING TENT 3 M
UPPE

The Quick Folding Tent 3m series from UPPE is available in a number of different sizes.
UPPE supplies these popular tents with a protective cover and a set of guylines with pegs.

3 meter series.
This user-friendly pop up gazebo can be set up in no time! 

01

3 meter x 3 meter
(300 cm x 300 cm) 

02

3 meter x 4,5 meter
(300 cm x 450 cm) 

03

3 meter x 6 meter
(300 cm x 600 cm) 

Of course, the UPPE Quick Folding Tent can be personalized with your company logo or a full color design for maximum brand 
exposure at trade fairs or events. UPPE has two different printing processes;

screen printing for single or two-color logos or large print runs, full color for any desired design.

04

If 3m is too big for you, you can also 
choose 2.5x2.5m 



COMPARISON
UPPE

01 Many polyesters have no or a lower standard 
fire-retardant coating. UPPE material has a coating 
according to the highest standard, the B1 DIN 4102 
standard, which is accepted by the fire service in every 
country worldwide and this standard is increasingly 
required. It is now required at every public event, both 
indoors and outdoors.

COATING

03 As soon as other tent suppliers indicate that the walls 
can be printed on both sides, or the number of colors is 
mentioned, than they very likely offer you heat transfer 
print, this is comparable to for example to T-shirt print 
( iron-on prints) and is in no way comparable to the print 
quality used byUPPE. 

DIGITAL PRINT

02 The special weave used by UPPE in her material, the 
exclusive 600D is unique and has been developed espe-
cially for the use of the quick folding tent. The 600D just 
says something about the weave thickness. The fabric 
breathes maximum, so in warm weather, less heat 
remains under the tent. In addition, the quality of the air 
in the tent remains intact, which is of great importance 
for health and well-being.

WEAVING

04 UPPE uses the best sublimation ink available worldwide 
with Cyan and Black ink color fastness grade 5/6 and 
Magenta en Yellow grade 6/7. The fading scale ranges 
from 0-8, with 8 meaning that there is no color 
enhancement, but this is technically impossible for the 
moment. Our standard is currently the highest 
achievable standard for color fastness

COLOR AND FADING



05 Steel is stronger than aluminum, 
especially if a 25x25cm or 
40x40cm aluminum profile is 
used, this is very light and bends 
(too) quickly. The UPPE steel is 
treated and provided with a 
double layer of glossy powder 
coating, so no rust is 
guaranteed.

STEEL FRAME

08 UPPE steel peak poles do not 
require a spring as the fabric 
material retains its shape and 
stretch.

PEAK POLES

11 UPPE supplies a wind cap on 
98% of the tops sold. We advise 
every customer to do this, the 
additional cost is marginal, but 
it greatly benefits sustainability. 
Ask about this!

WIND CAP

06 UPPE uses high-quality plastic for 
the connecting parts, namely 
white (virgin) plastic. Gray or 
black plastic is often recycled 
material that breaks faster.

PLASTIC

09 UPPE material is less translucent 
and very important; 
shape-retaining. So no risk of 
water pockets.

SHAPE-RETAINING

12 With shiny material, printing is 
less visible, it reflects in the sun. 
UPPE material is woven so that it 
has a matte appearance, 
which maximizes the exposure.

MATTE PRINT

07 Most tent suppliers (98%) use 
standard polyester, often in 
110D, 250D, 400D and 
sometimes 500D. Characteristic 
of this standard quality is that it is 
translucent, stretches, creases 
and shines.

FABRIC

10 UPPE material is maximally 
wrinkle-free.

WRINKLE-FREE

13 UPPE sewing plant not only 
reinforces the seams, they are 
also sealed, so they are 
guaranteed to be waterproof.
The seam reinforcement tape is 
printed in your roof color or 
design for maximum exposure.

SEAMS



EXAMPLES 3X3
UPPE

STONG 
STRUCTURE

SLIDER WITH 
PULL RING

RAINGUTTER
CONNECTIONSET

WHEIGHT BAG
SAND

EXTRA
SECURITY

EASY 
ASSEMBLY

FOOTPLATE



EXAMPLES 3X4,5
UPPE



EXAMPLES 3X6
UPPE

The 3x6m Quick Folding 
Tent has a frame with six 
legs and three peak poles. 
This creates a sleek design 
with large comunication 
surfaces on the long sides 
of the tent. Ideal for 
events and trade shows.



QUICK FOLDING TENT 4 M
UPPE

The UPPE Quick Folding Tent is available in three different sizes. UPPE supplies these popular tents
including a protective cover, set of guy ropes and pegs. And certainly with these sizes, a wind cap is not an unnecessary luxury.

4 meter series.
This user-friendly pop up tent can be set up in no time!

01

4 meter x 4 meter
(400 cm x 400 cm) 

02

4 meter x 6 meter
(400 cm x 600 cm) 

03

4 meter x 8 meter
(400 cm x 800 cm) 

Of course, the UPPE Quick Folding Tent can be personalized with your company logo or a full color design for maximum brand 
exposure at trade fairs or events. UPPE has two different printing processes, screen printing for single logos or large numbers

and full color for any desired design. Tops and side walls can be personalised.

We advise you to buy XL weight bags or weight
plates to secure the tent optimally.

04



EXAMPLES 4x4
UPPE

The Quick Folding 
Tent from UPPE 

can also be used 
as a first aid post,

the most 
common 

application is as a 
promotion / 

advertising tent.

SUSTAINABLE SLIDER HEXAGON LEG
+ DURABLE CLOSURE

WEIGHT BAG
(SAND/GRAVEL) STEEL BASE PLATE



EXAMPLES 4X6
UPPE



EXAMPLES 4X8
UPPE

The 4x8 mtr Quick Folding Tent is the largest folding tent we have available, 
the ideal tent for catering and events.



AERO TENT
UPPE

Thanks to almost 30 years of experience, we are able to offer a beautiful high-quality series of aero tents that are truly distinctive. Of 
course with our characteristic; airtight, separate bladders, the best achievable quality at a very fair price. The short reliable delivery 

times are another characteristic in which we distinguish ourselves. We deliver any size personalized Aero tent within approx 20 business 
days.

For more information about UPPE aero tent:
check out the website or ask for the AERO TENT brochure!

3 meter x 3 meter
(300 cm x 300 cm) 

4 meter x 4 meter
(400 cm x 400 cm) 

5 meter x 5 meter
(500 cm x 500 cm) 

The chosen structure with interchangeable tops, detachable tubes, a range of optional walls, banners, awning and tunnel sections in 
a wide range of sizes make our Aero tents ideal for redesigning and continuing to use as a versatile flexible presentation tool.

01

The tops, walls, banners, awning and 
tunnel parts can be

printed entirely to your wishes. The walls 
are available in both single-sided and 

double-sided printing.

When not in use, it is a
compact package that can be easily 

transported in a passenger car. Can be 
inflated within approx. 5 min. with a hand 

pump or electric pump.
 

6 meter x 6 meter
(600 cm x 600 cm) 

7 meter x 7 meter
(700 cm x 700 cm) 

8 meter x 8 meter
(800 cm x 800 cm) 

02



SIZES AERO TENT
UPPE



AERO TENT WALLS
UPPE

01
Entirely full color printed wall (choice for 

print on the inside or outside)

02
Entirely full color double sided printed 

wall (prints per side may vary)

03
Wall with window and with full color print 

(print on the outside)

04
Wall with door and with full color print 

(print on the outside)

05
Canopy with full color print

RS
The walls are attached to the roof by 

means of a high-quality zipper.



AERO TENT TUNNEL CONNECTION
UPPE

01 02 03

All UPPE Aero Tents can be linked together by means of tunnel fabrics, printed in full color so that your artwork and your 
design enjoy the maximum appearance.

Even if you want to connect a 3m model with a 6m model, a suitable cloth is available.
These connecting cloths are attached to the Aero tent tops by means of high-quality zippers.

 



01. Rol Trolley

02. Electric pump 

03. Hand pump

04. Weight bags for tent 
(water fillable)

05. Weight pockets for walls 
(water fillable)

06. Repair kit

07. Pegs with guy ropes

AERO TENT ACCESSORIES
UPPE



AERO TENT PARTS
UPPE



SPIDER TENT
UPPE

Would you like to use a beautiful inflatable tent in a large size?
Then choose the UPPE Spidertent, with the strong double bladder frame.

For a large size and for use in windy conditions, always choose the double 
inflatable frame of the UPPE Spidertent instead of the single inflatable 

frame of the UPPE Aerotent.

For indoor use you can of course also choose the large Aerotent of 6x6m 
or 8x8m, but as soon as you are dependent on weather conditions, we 

always advise you to choose the strong Spidertent from 6x6m.

4 meter x 4 meter
(400 cm x 400 cm) 

6 meter x 6 meter
(600 cm x 600 cm) 

8 meter x 8 meter
(800 cm x 800 cm) 

10 meter x 10 meter
(1000 cm x 1000 cm) 

DBS



SPIDER TENT
UPPE

The largest simple, airtight, inflatable tents with multiple inside bladder 
system.



INFLATABLES
UPPE

UPPE can make arches for you in various sizes and designs, but in addition, any 
type of inflatable can be made to highlight your product at an event.

All airtight.

You give us your wishes or ideas and we will work them out for you. We look at 
your goal, budget and the maximum achievable exposure so that we can 

optimally realize your wishes.



UMBRELLAS
UPPE

Square
2 meter x 2 meter
(200 cm x 200 cm) 

Square
2,4 meter x 2,4 meter

(240 cm x 240 cm) 

Square
3 meter x 3 meter
(300 cm x 300 cm) 

Round
2,4 meter x 2,4 meter

(240 cm x 240 cm) 

Round
3 meter x 3 meter
(300 cm x 300 cm) 

Beautiful bistro umbrellas with easily 
exchangeable cloth, so multiple use.

The umbrella that pays for itself!

Available in both a round and square 
model.

Sizes square; 2x2m 2.4x2.4m and 3x3m

Round 2.4m Ø and 3m Ø



TENT HEATING/
TENT LIGHTING

UPPE

UPPE also has tent heating, essential when 
using your UPPE tent on cold winter days or in 

cold exhibition halls. The UPPE heating consists 
of halogen heaters of 3 x 500 Watt that you 

mount in the ridge of your Quick Folding tent 
for a real intense heat source.

For the Quick Folding Tent we have the option 
to place 3x120W lamps instead of your heating 

fixture, so we combine the best of two worlds.
Heat or light from the same product, easy to 

exchange, unfortunately you cannot combine 
heat and light simultaneously in one fixture. It's 

either heat or light.

A special lamp has been designed for the Aero 
tent that you hang on the frame; you can 

tension it in the ridge of the Aero tent using 
special hooks. 



FESTIVAL TENT
UPPE

The UPPE festival tents are ideally suited as campaign tents or as premiums.

Available from 100 pieces. Entirely in color and printing can be made however you wish.
Standard single layer with 2 doors and 2 windows with flap. 190T poly and floor material is 
PVC. Unfolded the size is 140x240x95cm
(wxlxh), so a 2 person tent.

Of course we first make a sample for approval so that you are 100% sure of what your 
delivery will look like. Ask us about the possibilities or take a look at our festival tent 
brochure.



UPPE can make arches for you in various sizes and designs, but in addition, any 
type of inflatable can be made to highlight your product at an event.

All airtight.

You give us your wishes or ideas and we will work them out for you. We look at 
your goal, budget and the maximum achievable exposure so that we can 

optimally realize your wishes.

FLAGS
UPPE

UPPE supplies a wide range of flags.
Not only beach flags, but also banner flags and kiosk flags.

We make our various flags from longlife material, a special 
woven flag material that does not fray around the edge and 
has an average lifespan of 30% longer than traditional flag 
fabrics.

Most flags are supplied with a ground pin or cross base, but 
also often with a fillable umbrella base with pivot bearing.



ZIPPER WALL
STRAIGHT

UPPE
 SMALL

2,44 m x 2,21 m
(244 cm x 221 cm)

13 KG 

Optionally, you can order a handy roll bag so that you can easily and conveniently transport the 
zipper wall. Also suitable to take with you when you travel by plane to an event.

UPPE offers these handy UPPE Exhibition 
walls in three sizes (other sizes can also 

be made to order).

The durable aluminum tubular frame is 
easy to assemble by means of push 
buttons. Then slide the lycra stretch 

fabric over the frame and close the 
zipper at the bottom of the fabric.

You place the footrests and your UPPE 
zipper wall is ready.

The Lycra stretch fabric can
be printed on one side or on both sides 

for optimal exposure. The zipper wall 
comes standard in a black canvas 

carrying bag.

 MEDIUM
2,95 m x 2,21 m

(295 cm x 221 cm)
15 KG 

LARGE
5,96 m x 2,21 m

(596 cm x 221 cm)
26,5 KG 



ZIPPER WALL CURVED
UPPE

 SMALL
2,28 m x 2,21 m

(228 cm x 221 cm)
12 KG 

In addition to the straight version, we also 
supply a curved model in 3 standard sizes.

Other sizes can be made to order.

This model zipper wall is extremely suitable as a 
trade fair wall, as a photo wall (backdrop) but 

also as an atmospheric wall.
Changing the Lycra stretch fabric is a simple 

operation.

No hassle with elastics or hooks and eyes; just 
open the zipper and you can easily change 

the cloth.
This UPPE zipperwand comes standard in a 

canvas carrying bag. A roll bag is also 
optionally available for this version.

 MEDIUM
3,00 m x 2,21 m

(300 cm x 221 cm)
15 KG 

LARGE
5,10 m x 2,21 m

(510 cm x 221 cm)
25 KG 

Optionally, you can order a handy roller bag so that you can easily and 
conveniently transport the zipper wall. Also suitable to take with you when you 

travel by plane to an event.



EVENTS TABLE
UPPE

This folding event table needs no explanation. The size is 180x76cm 
and available with full color cover, fully in line with your other 

promotional materials. Also available in stretch.

The table is easy to fold and unfold and is equipped with a handle. 
Made of robust quality.



STAND TABLE
UPPE

The UPPE stretch standing table covers 
are a must for a complete look in your 

beautifully printed booth, tent or 
showroom.

Standard size for standing table with 
85cm diameter top. Very stretchy 

material so that it adapts to the standing 
table lines, which gives a beautiful sleek 

effect.

Easy to order with your tent or flags. We 
keep an eye on whether the colors 

match, because it concerns different 
materials, this will often go wrong if you 
order different products from different 

suppliers. We monitor this for you!



01. Duwboot 42

02. 3991 CE Houten 

03. The Netherlands

04. + 31 (0) 345-56 87 97

05. contactus@uppe.nl

06. www.quickfoldingtent.nl

CONTACT
UPPE

Do you have a question about one of our products?
Please contact us via our details. Or use the contact form on our website. 
We will contact you upon receipt.

Quick Folding Tent

ULTIMATE PROMOTION
PARTNERS EUROPE


